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Abstract

Experimental observations show that when a divertor plasma detaches, radiation regions (fronts) move towards the

X-point. This indicates that the localization of the fronts in the divertor is unstable. We study theoretically the stability

of detached divertor operation and compare our results with experimental data. We show that the impurity radiation

and plasma recombination e�ects play a crucial role in the evolution of detached plasma parameters. In the tokamak

SOL these e�ects result in the saturation of upstream plasma density and temperature as the total number of particles

(ions and neutrals) in the SOL is increased, and cause both impurity radiation and ionization±recombination fronts

propagation towards the X-point. These conclusions are supported by experimental data from Alcator C-

Mod. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Experimental observations show that impurity and

hydrogen radiation regions in divertor plasmas move

towards the X-point as detachment proceeds [1,2]. Such

motion of the radiation regions is also seen in two di-

mensional (2D) modeling of the scrape-o�-layer (SOL)

plasmas [3±5] although the physics of these e�ects was

not studied in detail.

Even though this shift of the radiation regions may

be not crucial for the performance of divertor itself, it

can be a cause for important experimental observations

during detachment; e.g., core plasma con®nement de-

gradation and enhancement of neutral gas pressure in

main chamber arising from increased neutral gas leakage

from the divertor region.

This paper presents a theoretical study of the stability

of detached divertor operation and comparison with

experimental data. The paper is organized as follows: in

Section 2, we discuss the physics of detached divertor

operation instabilities driven by energy loss due to im-

purity and hydrogen radiation; in Section 3, the varia-

tion of divertor plasma parameters caused by these

instabilities is illustrated with 2D modeling results; in

Section 4, we compare our theoretical ®ndings with ex-

perimental data from Alcator C-Mod; and in Section 5,

we summarize the main conclusions.

2. Mechanisms of detached divertor operation instabilities

In low temperature divertor plasmas, impurity radi-

ation mainly occurs in regions, where the electron tem-

perature T � 10 eV and higher, hydrogen ionization

occurs near T � 5 eV, and plasma recombination near

T � 1 eV and lower. We will refer to these regions as

fronts even though they can be quite extended in space

(e.g. plasma volumetric recombination region). Di�er-

ences in the temperatures associated with these fronts

result in di�erent locations of the fronts in divertor
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volume (Fig. 1). Therefore, in our simpli®ed analytic

analysis in this section, we will treat each front sepa-

rately and account for their interactions as boundary

conditions.

The regimes of the SOL plasmas we are interested in

are so-called high recycling regimes. In such regimes

plasma ¯ux from the core into the divertor volume is

much smaller than the plasma source in the divertor

caused by ionization of neutral gas (plasma recycling).

The neutral gas is originated by plasma neutralization at

material surfaces or volumetric recombination. To sus-

tain the SOL plasma by recycling processes in the di-

vertor, it is necessary to have power input to the plasma

recycling region, QH, since the ionization of each hy-

drogenic neutral particle `costs' Eion ~> 30 eV due to

hydrogen radiation. Therefore, high recycling regimes

can be sensitive to the energy balance.

Due to the spatial separation of the fronts caused by

the temperature dependence of di�erent atomic pro-

cesses, power balance in the SOL (involving the power

coming into the SOL from the core, QSOL, impurity ra-

diation loss in the SOL, Q
�imp�
rad , and QH) can be written as

QH�QSOL ÿ Q
�imp�
rad . We will see that the e�ects of im-

purity radiation and plasma recombination impose re-

strictions on the power sources, QSOL and QH, which are

needed to sustain a high recycling SOL plasma at a given

upstream plasma pressure, Pup. Both QSOL and QH must

exceed critical values which depend on Pup, QSOL >
Q̂imp Pup

ÿ �
and QH > Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
, and associated, respec-

tively, with impurity radiation and plasma recombina-

tion. Of course, in experiments, the e�ects of impurity

radiation and plasma recombination in the recycling

region may be strongly coupled. However, to emphasize

the di�erences in the physics of these instabilities, our

theoretical model can treat them separately by, for ex-

ample, turning o� the impurity or plasma recombination

e�ects.

2.1. Instability associated with impurity radiation loss

We will describe impurity radiation loss in the high

recycling divertor by a 2D reaction±di�usion equation

oy jp�T �oyT
� �� j?�T �oxT� � � R�T �; �1�

where y and x are the poloidal and radial coordinates

(0 < y < L), j? is the cross ®eld anomalous heat con-

duction coe�cient, jp (T)� (Bp/B)2 jjj(T), jjj(T) µ T5=2

is the classical parallel heat conduction coe�cient and

Bp and B are the strengths of poloidal and total mag-

netic ®elds, and R�T � � Pup

ÿ �2
nimpGimp�T �

h i
T 2= de-

scribes impurity radiation. Here, we assume coronal

approximation for the impurity emissivity, Gimp(T); ®xed

impurity fraction, nimp; and constant plasma pressure,

P�Pup, along the magnetic ®eld lines. Since Gimp(T) is

strongly peaked at low temperature we assume that

R(T) > 0 in a small interval dTR around the temperature

TR so that R(T) behaves somewhat like a delta function.

Since the plasma density in the radiation region is

nR � Pup/TR, the impurity radiation loss increases with

increasing Pup.

Consider the one dimensional approximation (dx� 0)

with heat ¯ux qdiv µ QSOL at the entrance into divertor

(y�L) and Tt < TR at the target (y� 0) as boundary

conditions. The solution of Eq. (1) then only exists for

q2
div� > q2

R � 2
R1

0
jp�T �R�T �dT / :P 2

upnimp. This sets a

constraint QSOL > Q̂imp Pup

ÿ � / :Pup

��������
nimp

p
. In a sense,

this is very similar to a well-known plasma density limit

caused by impurity radiation loss from the core (see for

example Ref. [6]). The only di�erence is that here we are

dealing with plasma pressure and parallel heat conduc-

tion (as a result of parallel plasma transport), while in

Ref. [6] it was density and anomalous heat conduction

(as a result of cross ®eld plasma transport).

However, due to the coupling of poloidal and radial

heat transport (Eq. (1)), cross ®eld anomalous transport

is important for impurity radiation loss from the di-

vertor as well. Analysis of Eq. (1) in the 2D case shows

that radiation losses can be signi®cantly enhanced in

comparison with a 1D treatment due to an increase of

the radiation front width caused by cross ®eld anoma-

lous heat conduction even though j(T) º jp(T)/j? � 1

[7]. This e�ect is important when the function j(T) in-

creases with increasing T and the radiation front is V-

shaped along the poloidal coordinate. These consider-

ations lead to the estimate for critical value Q̂imp Pup

ÿ � /
qR

���������������������������
j Tup

ÿ �
j= TR� �

q
� qR (where Tup is the upstream

plasma temperature, Tup � TR).

2.2. Ionization±recombination instability

Here we present only the main physical reasons for

the ionization±recombination instability in the SOL

plasmas with some numerical illustrations. Detailed re-

sults will be published elsewhere.
Fig. 1. Schematic view of di�erent regions in a tokamak di-

vertor.
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Recall that neutral ionization results in energy loss.

Therefore, if the neutral ¯ux into a relatively hot ion-

ization region is C�N�ion , then, in steady state, the power QH

must satisfy

QH > EionC
�N�
ion : �2�

When QH drops, C�N�ion must be reduced to sustain steady-

state. However, C�N�ion is determined by the source of the

neutrals and neutral transport through the cold plasma

region (``plasma bu�er'') with characteristic width Db,

located between neutral source and ionization front

(Fig. 2). The temperature in the plasma bu�er, Tb, is

low, and few neutrals are ionized there. Neutral trans-

port in this region is determined by neutral-ion collisions

and has a di�usive nature. From a ¯uid description of

neutral momentum balance equation (see for example

Ref. [8]), we ®nd that the expression for neutral speci®c

¯ux, jN, can be written as

jN � ÿf2T=�MKiN�2PN � Pp��goyPN; �3�
where Pp and PN are the plasma and neutral gas pres-

sures, KiN is the ion-neutral collision rate constant which

roughly scales as KiN µ
����
T
p

(we assume equal plasma

and neutral temperatures). With decreasing energy ¯ux,

QH, the temperature and plasma pressure near the

neutral source decrease. Decrease of Pp can be seen from

expression of plasma ¯ux onto the target, jp, (notice

that from mass conservation we have jN � jp �
0jjpj / �Pp=

����
T
p �target. Since both jN and |jp| must decrease

with decreasing QH to satisfy inequality Eq. (2), Pp

should decrease. Meanwhile PN increases in order to

sustain plasma-plus-neutral momentum balance along

the magnetic ®eld, PN + Pp 6 Pup. From Eq. (3) we

®nd that C�N�ion / jN / �Pp=
����
T
p

=Db. Therefore, to reduce

C�N�ion at QH ® 0, it is necessary to reduce the ratio�����
Tb

p
Db= .

In the case when there is no recombination and the

plasma only neutralizes at the target (Fig. 2),
�����
Tb

p
=Db

can be reduced by decreasing Tb or increasing Db.

However, in practice, volume recombination is not ab-

sent. Moreover, the three-body recombination rate

strongly increases with decreasing temperature and in-

creasing plasma density. Therefore, trying to reduce C�N�ion

to satisfy energy-balance constraint Eq. (2) at QH ® 0

by lowering Tb or increasing Db, we face situation where

plasma starts to recombine in the plasma bu�er itself. As

a result, the source of neutrals changes from the target to

the bu�er region (Fig. 3) and results in both lower Db

and higher neutral in¯ux into ionization region. How-

ever, higher neutral ¯ux into hot plasma leads to up-

stream plasma cooling and shift of both ionization and

recombination regions further upstream. At the powers

QH below critical, Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
, this shift becomes continuos

movement of the ionization±recombination fronts to

upstream. As a result of the neutral source provided by

plasma recombination, the SOL plasma can only be

sustained in a steady state condition for QH > Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
.

Notice, that this inequality can also be written in the

form Pup < P̂ rec QH� �, where P̂ rec QH� � is a highest up-

stream pressure which can be maintained with power

QH.

3. Evolution of the fronts in a tokamak divertor

Thus, for QSOL < Q̂imp Pup

ÿ �
and/or QH < Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
,

the divertor plasma cannot be sustained in steady-state

because of the energy ¯ux de®cit into impurity and/or

hydrogen radiation fronts which causes the cooling of

the plasma in the regions behind these fronts. As a re-

sult, plasma from upstream starts to ¯ow into these cold

regions and impurity radiation and/or ionization±re-

combination fronts propagate towards the heat source,

Fig. 2. Plasma temperature, T(y), density, n(y), and neutral gas

density, N(y), pro®les for the case when plasma neutralizes at

the target.

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for the case when plasma

recombines volumetrically.
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leaving behind a relatively dense, cold, and only partly

ionized, plasma with a temperature below the front

temperature, Tf . However, if the total number of parti-

cles in the SOL is conserved (no ¯uxes of particles into

the SOL either from the core or from pu�ng systems)

then the plasma ¯ow from upstream into recycling re-

gion leads to reduction of both upstream plasma pres-

sure Pup and, therefore, Q̂imp Pup

ÿ �
and Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
. As a

result a new equilibrium with lower Pup can be estab-

lished.

To ®nd how quickly a new equilibrium, in respond to

a substantial change of �N SOL can be reached, let us es-

timate the speed Vf of the front propagation along po-

loidal direction for the case, where the energy ¯ux Q is

close to the critical value Qcrit. From the energy balance

equation, assuming that Vf is sub-sonic, we ®nd

Vf

Cf

� Qcrit ÿ Q
Qcrit

3

5

Qcrit

PupCf

� �
� Qcrit ÿ Q

Qcrit

~V f ; �4�

where Cf �
�����������
Tf=M

p
is the sound speed at the front

temperature. A crude estimate of ~V f for the impurity

radiation front, ~V
imp

f , can be based on the 1D model for

Qcrit � Q̂imp Pup

ÿ �
. It gives ~V

imp

f � 1 for nimp, �10ÿ2,

dTR � TR � 10 eV, and Gimp (TR) � 10ÿ25 W/cm3. An

estimate of the ionization±recombination front velocity

gives a similar value.

Thus, Vf is relatively high (�Cf ) even at a low ratio

(Qcrit ÿ Q)/Qcrit. Therefore, we can assume that the time

scale of establishing a new SOL equilibrium with

Q � Qcrit, is shorter than the time scales of the variation

of both total number of particles (ions and neutrals) in

the SOL, �NSOL, (due to either plasma ¯ow from the core

or external particle source) and QSOL (we assume that

nimp is ®xed). Then, all plasma parameters can be de-

termined from quasi-equilibrium conditions

QSOL 6 Q̂imp Pup

ÿ �
and QH 6 Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
.

We now compare the predictions of our simpli®ed

analytic model with 2D UEDGE [9] simulation results

for the variation of the upstream plasma pressure, Pup,

and density, nup, with �N SOL. All UEDGE runs pre-

sented here were performed for a Cartesian slab ge-

ometry with total poloidal length of 1 m, target to X-

point poloidal length of 0.25 m, total radial width 5 cm

(including 1 cm within the core), and `toroidal' length 1

m which only de®nes the e�ective volume. Symmetry

boundary conditions are used on the poloidal boun-

dary opposite the target. We conserve total number of

particles �N SOL and ®x the power incoming to the sys-

tem through the core boundary to QSOL� 48 kW.

Plasma cross ®eld di�usion coe�cient and heat di�us-

ivity are 0.5 and 0.7 m2/s, respectively, and the ratio of

poloidal to total B-®eld is Bp/B� 0.06. We used ¯ux

limited parallel heat conduction transport and 1D

Navier-Stokes neutrals with radial di�usive transport

[10]. More detailed discussion of 2D modeling results

will be reported elsewhere.

At low �N SOL values, when the plasma at the target is

hot and neither impurity radiation nor plasma recom-

bination are important, both nup and Pup increase with

increasing �NSOL. However, the plasma temperature near

the target Tt decreases with increasing �NSOL due to

plasma recycling. Therefore, at some value of �N SOL �
�N SOL� �imp we will have Tt � TR and impurity radiation

may be important for �NSOL � �N SOL� �imp at high nimp

Consider ®rst the case when impurity radiation loss is

small,Q�imp�
rad � QSOL. Then both nup and Pup will con-

tinue to increase and Tt will continue to drop with in-

creasing �NSOL until we reach the point �NSOL � �N SOL� �rec

when QH � QSOL � Q̂rec Pup

ÿ �
and the e�ects of plasma

recombination on energy balance start to be important.

Further increase of �NSOL causes a shift of the ionization±

recombination front towards the X-point while keeping

Pup � P̂ rec QH� �. Moreover, since the upstream plasma

temperature is insensitive to downstream conditions,

being determined mainly by core power input, the con-

straint imposed on Pup by plasma recombination is what

limits nup, leading to the inequality nup ~<n̂rec QH� �. We

should emphasize that without recombination e�ects

both nup and Pup would continue to increase with �NSOL

[11] (assuming that Q�imp�
rad stays low). Therefore, our re-

sults showing the importance of recombination contra-

dicts to the approach of analytic analysis of Ref. [12],

where recombination e�ects were not considered ex-

plicitly.

Comparison with 2D UEDGE results (Fig. 4) shows

that with recombination e�ects turned on, nup increases

with increasing �NSOL for �N SOL < �N SOL� �rec saturates at
�N SOL � �NSOL� �rec and then even decreases with increas-

ing �N SOL for �N SOL > �NSOL� �rec (simultaneously, the ion-

ization±recombination front starts to move towards X-

point). When the ionization±recombination front

reaches about half way to the X-point, nup again in-

creases with increasing �N SOL, ®rst slowly and then rap-

Fig. 4. Dependence of nup on �NSOL found from 2D UEDGE

modeling: (1) with hydrogen recombination, but no impuirites;

(2) no hydrogen recombnation, nor impurities; and (3) 0.2%

carbon impurity, but no hydorgen recombination.
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idly, as the power from the SOL begins to go directly

into the ionization±recombination front due to cross

®eld transport. Again, without recombination e�ects nup

always increases with increasing �N SOL.

Next consider the case for Tt�TR when impurity

radiation loss is large, Q�imp�
rad � QSOL but QSOL ÿ

Q�imp�
rad � QH and recombination e�ects are not impor-

tant yet. In this case a further increase of �N SOL will result

either in the saturation of nup and Pup or even in their

reduction (if, for example, there is a bifurcation of im-

purity radiation front) to maintain energy balance

Q̂imp Pup

ÿ � � QSOL. When Q�imp�
rad increases so much that

QSOL ÿ Q�imp�
rad , �QH ionization±recombination fronts will

also move towards the X-point.

The UEDGE results of the impact of impurity radi-

ation is shown in Fig. 4, where the impurity is modeled

in a ®xed-fraction approximation with 0.2% carbon, and

recombination is turned o�. As shown in Fig. 4, the

dependence of nup on �N SOL for impurity radiation only is

somewhat similar to that found for case of pure hy-

drogen plasma when recombination e�ects are included.

However, the local maximum on the dependence of nup

on �NSOL is much less pronounced.

Thus we ®nd that the physical picture of the evolu-

tion of the fronts in a tokamak divertor which follows

from simpli®ed analytical analysis agrees, in general,

with comprehensive 2D modeling.

The inverse dependence of nup on �N SOL seen in 2D

modeling may result in the bifurcation of the SOL

plasma parameters due to the SOL±core plasmas cou-

pling. Indeed, if we assume that particle exchange be-

tween the core and SOL is due to plasma di�usion and

convection, then the core±SOL particle balance equation

can be written as

d �N SOL

dt
� D̂s aD=V�ncore ÿ n̂up� �N SOL�

h i
; �5�

where �ncore is the averaged plasma density in the core, the

function n̂up
�N SOL� � is determined from the SOL equi-

librium, and D̂s and aD=V describe plasma ¯ow through

core-SOL boundary due to di�usion and convection.

Usually the particle content in the core is large, thus

both �N SOL and �ncore � constant. From Eq. (5) it can be

seen that the core-SOL equilibrium,

n̂up
�NSOL� � � aD=V�ncore, becomes unstable when n̂up

�N SOL� �
decreases with increasing �NSOL. In this case �N SOL and,

therefore, the fronts can experience the `jump' towards

the X-point.

4. Comparison with experimental observations

We compare the results of our theoretical analysis of

the evolution of the fronts with experimental observa-

tions from Alcator C-Mod tokamak based on bolo-

metric, spectroscopic (Da) and probe measurements

[1,13]. We analyze a well-documented shot (ohmic dis-

charge with toroidal magnetic ®eld strength 5 T and

plasma current 0.8 MA), where the detached divertor

regime was achieved by intense gas pu�ng (see also

Refs. [14,15]). Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the

core plasma density, �ncore; power to the SOL, QSOL;

plasma ¯ux on the outer target (below the ``nose'') from

the target probe measurements, Uout; Da, Dout
a and bo-

lometric, Qout
bol , signals from the chords viewing the outer

divertor leg (see straight lines in Figs. 6 and 7); and

neutral gas pressure in the divertor, Pg. In the same

®gure the upstream plasma density nup and electron

temperature, Tup, are shown for three time slices at a

distance of 1 mm from the separatrix (at midplane

projection), as measured by a reciprocating probe, The

tomographic reconstruction of bolometric and # inten-

sity measurements are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respec-

tively.

From the data, Qout
bol starts to increase at 0.6 s and a

radiation front starts to move towards the X-point (see

Fig. 6), reaching it at �0.8 s. The Dout
a signal starts to

increase strongly (see Fig. 5), and the Da-front starts to

propagates to the X-point (see Fig. 7) at 0.8 s. Knowing

from a previous study [16] that the strong increase in Da

is associated with plasma recombination, we expect and

observe (Fig. 5) a signi®cant reduction of Cout which

starts at about 0.8 s. From spectroscopic data [13] we

can expect the plasma density in the recombination re-

gion, nrec, to be of the order of 1015 cmÿ3. Notice, that

from 0.6 to 1 s QSOL, nup, and Tup, only vary within 10±

20% (with the trend to be lower after detachment oc-

curs), while Pg continuously rises from 4 to about 40

Fig. 5. Time variation of the plasma parameters from Alcator

C-Mod discharge.
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mTorr. The increase of Pg and the high plasma density

in the recombination region, suggests that �N SOL signi®-

cantly increases during the transition from attached to

detached regime. A crude but conservative estimate of

the variation of �NSOL (without taking into account radial

broadening of plasma density in the detached regime)

based on nup � 1014 cmÿ3, nrec � 1015 cmÿ3, poloidal

length of the cold plasma region �5 cm, and Pg � 40

mTorr (in detached regime) shows that �NSOL roughly

doubles between 0.6 and 1 s while upstream plasma

parameters remain almost the same. In other words, in

agreement with theory/modeling results we ®nd that, for

®xed power into SOL and increasing �NSOL, upstream

plasma parameters stay almost constant while ®rst the

impurity radiation front and then the ionization±re-

combination front both propagate towards X-point. In

general, Alcator C-Mod data con®rm theoretical picture

of front propagation on a qualitative level. More work is

needed to sort out the e�ects of inner and outer divertor

interactions.

Fig. 7. The tomographic reconstruction of Da measurements;

solid straight line shows Da chord from Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. The tomographic reconstruction of bolometric mea-

surements; solid straight line shows Qout
bol chord from Fig. 5.
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5. Conclusions

Analytical analysis and numerical modeling show

that impurity radiation and plasma recombination ef-

fects play a crucial role in the evolution of detached

plasma parameters. These e�ects alter the energy bal-

ance in tokamak SOL and result in the saturation (or

even reduction) of the upstream plasma density and

temperature with increasing total number of particles

(ions and neutrals) in the SOL. They cause both the

impurity radiation and ionization±recombination fronts

to propagate towards the X-point. These conclusions are

supported by experimental data from the Alcator C-

Mod tokamak. Of course, more work is needed for de-

tailed quantitative comparison of theoretical and ex-

perimental results.
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